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Choi	Hyesim	

Born in Gyeongju, Korea, in 1957 

Daegu University, major in painting, M.F.A, Korea 
1978-1980 Hochschule Kaiserslautern, Germany 
1985-1987 Hochschule der Bildenden Kunst Saar, Germany 

Solo Exhibition 

2018  SM Seaside City Cebu, Philippines 
         Insa Art Space, Seoul Korea 
2017  Hanover M+hlen Museum, Germany 
2016  Hotel Sejong Gallery, Seoul Korea 
2015  Seoul Arts Center (ACAF 2015), Seoul Korea 
 Gana Art Space, Seoul Korea 
2014  Beomeo Art Street, Daegu Korea 
2013  Insa Art Center, Seoul Korea 
 Hyangam Museum of Art, Seoul Korea 
2012  Daegu Art Center, Daegu Korea 
 Istanbul Besiktas Belediye Museum of Art, Turkey 
2011  Gallery Sonamu , Daegu Korea 
 Hong Kong National Exhibition Gallery, HongKong 
2010  Woobong Gallery, Daegu Korea 
2009  Seoul Arts Center Hangaram Art Museum, Seoul Korea  
2008  Gallery Sonamu, Daegu Korea 
2007  Debec Plaza Gallery, Daegu Korea 
 Weihai city Museum, China 

Art Fair 

2013  Art Gyeongju Special Exhibition 
 Hong Kong Art Fair (AIAA) 
 Hong Kong Hotel Art Fair  
2012  Korea International Art Fair (KIAF) 
 Busan International Art Fair 
2011  Shanghai Art Fair 
2010  Hong Kong Modern Art Fair  

Main Group Exhibition 

2018  The Art World Exhibition, Seoul Korea 
 Beijing 1503 Museum, China 

2014  Taiwan Southeast Artist Association 40th Anniversary  Exhibition 
 Unique story Exhibition (Daegu Cultural Foundation) 

2013 Western Paintings 4 Artist Exhibition (Comet gallery) 
 Today’s Trend of North Gyeongsang Art Exhibition (Hyangam Museum of Art) 
        Published in the November issue of Korean-English Monthly 「Power Korea」  
 Modern Art 20 Artists’ Viewpoint & Prospect Exhibition 
 Invitation Exhibition- International Art Club Comet  (Interburgo Hotel, Prado) 
       Taiwan-Korea International Exchange Exhibition (Beomeo Art Street) 
       Sharing Hope Exhibition between Yeongnam & Honam region 
 Selected as 2013 Best Innovation by the Daily Sports Seoul  
 Gyeongsan Art Fair 

2012  USA Hawaii Modern Art Festival 
 Korea-USA International Art Exchange (Daegu Art Center) 
 Korea-Turkey International Art Exchange (Seoul Museum of Art) 



2011 The World Athletics Championships in Daegu, Special Exhibition 
      Thank you, Wales! Exhibition, UK, Cardiff 
 Seoul International Modern Art Fair 
 Kim Gui-soon gallery international club Invitation Exhibition 
 Insa-dong Art gallery Festival (Sinsang Gallery) 

2010  Sun International Art Festival, Japan 
 Leading Female Artists Exhibition (Museum Dongwoo, Daegu) 
 Korean Art Fair (Jeonbuk Art Center) 
 Painting-Love Exhibition (Youngchun Creative Studio) 
 Korean Professional Artists Masterpiece Exhibition (Gwangju Museum of Art) 
 Hanmauem Art Festival (Daegu Art Center) 

2009  Invitation Exhibition- Comet domestic artists (Dong-a Gallery, Daegu) 
 Korean Art (Sejong Center for the Performing Arts, Seoul) 
 Invitation Exhibition- International Art Club Comet (Suseong Artpia) 

2008  International Group Exhibition (Australia, China, Taiwan, Japan, Korea)- Beyond Time & Space  
 Yesterday and Today of Daegu (Daegu Art Center) 
 View and Shape Exhibition (Suseong Artpia) 

2007  Outstanding Korean Artwork, Fukuoka, Japan 
 Art Exchange: Korea-Japan, Osaka, Japan 

2006  Daegu Art Festival  
 Spring Garden (Dong-a Inter Gallery, Daegu) 

2005  The Grand Art Exhibition of Daegu  
 Korean Artists Association Exhibition 
 Professional Artists Association Exhibition 
 Hodang Museum Artist Exhibition 

1980  Homburg Evangelish Kirche Special Exhibition, Germany 

1978  Gyeongsangbuk-do Exhibition (Daegu Citizen Center gallery) 
 Design Contest (Daegu Citizen Center gallery) 

Activity 

Member of Korea Professional Artists Association,  
International Art Club Comet 
Korean Fine Arts Association 

Web Homepage 

www.choihyesim.com 

http://www.choihyesim.com


‘Love’ of Choi Hyesim 

A Fantastic, Transcendental & Mysterious Formative 
Language 

Shin Hang-Seop (Art Critic) 

Painting not only praises realistic beauty but pursues imaginary, fantastic or unrealistic beauty. Formative 
imagination of a painter may be said as an eventual effort for making the world beautiful. Through creating the 
world invisible in the reality, a space of the real is expanded to that of the imaginary. So, we come to experience 
the world different from the reality through painting. In the end, painting projects a painter’s individual view of a 
life so her subjective perspective is bound to be acted on. Such a subjective perspective is the very source of 
creation.  

Choi Hyesim makes a unique formative space that painting and a written language coexist with each other. 
Painting and characters come together naturally as a body. Maybe it reminds us of a ‘hidden picture’. There exist 
characters certainly but we can’t know their existence without detailed examination. It is a formative technique 
and a formative idea combining a seemingly ill-matched relation between characters and realistic images 
elaborately is so fresh.  

Characters appeared in her painting contain a Hangeul word ‘Love’. A word ‘Love’ is changed into various forms 
and merged into the painting naturally. So to speak, a Hangeul word ‘Love’ comes to have a pictorial form like 
hieroglyphic Chinese characters. Hieroglyphic Chinese characters can be transformed into a picture if 
disassembled but Hangeul of phonogram has nothing to do with a shape from the outset. However, she enjoys a 
formative magic changing Hangeul to parts of the painting.  

Everywhere in her works, characters ‘Love’ exist. However, it doesn’t claim its independent status as characters, 
changing to images of a tree, flower or person in the scenery and placing itself as a hidden shape scarcely to be 
seen. A magic happens, expressing images of a flower, fruit, person or cloud as characters of ‘Love’. However, it is 
neither strange nor unpleasant to the eye. Since, it is formed as part of natural objects. It is her own formative 
idea unimaginable to everyone. Maybe she could well embody characters ‘Love’ into the painting while working on 
a method for conveying the meaning of the word ‘Love’ as it is.  



A word ‘Love’ makes persons feel comfortable and warm. Also it evokes happy and pleasant feelings. For even the 
most wicked man, love has the power to dissolve evil feelings completely. A word ‘Love’ inducing feelings of 
dream, hope, happiness and romance is beyond description only excepting the really mysterious one. The reason 
why she puts a written language ‘Love’ into the work directly is that she believes in such a mysterious power.  

Setting ‘Love’ as a theme of working may be said as the natural selection by a painter who contributes to making 
the world beautiful. Love refers to broad catholicity to understand, forgive and embracing each other with 
reconciliation. She aims at making the world utopia by embodying such a power of love. As such, her painting 
changes the magical power of love into a visual image. Light, clear, pure and beautiful materials and color images 
occupy a dominant position. It is impossible to have bad feelings while seeing such a picture.  

As shown from the word ‘Love’, her works are full of visual pleasure. Visual aesthetics not only from materials but 
from color images corresponds to wide-ranging meanings of ‘Love’. Maybe the reason why she embodies 
characters ‘Love’ as the painting is that she believes that love is the absolute power to make the world utopia. It 
has something to do with contents of the painting. Meaning a written language has may be connected to contents 
of the painting. In such a sense, her working transforming characters ‘Love’ into a formative image is equipped 
with contents of itself.  

In her works, characters don’t claim independent forms and meanings. Instead, they are positioned under the 
pretext of a shape or via assimilation with it. It is a situation characters come to be hidden or merged into a shape. 
Though engaged in the pictorial form, characters have more significant meanings as contents. In other words, they 
take a key role to lead and dominate a message painting conveys, or contents in the works. For instance, a few 
people gather together, and if seen in detail, every figure takes a role of a consonant or a vowel, completing 
characters ‘Love’. However, while seeing such people, it is not easy to read characters ‘Love’ immediately. Since 
they are concealed, hidden and transformed into a shape of a person.  

Her works sometimes show a characteristic of all-over painting. Small fruits cover the entire canvas. There, 
innumerable human characters also exist. Stems of a fruit have consonants and vowels forming characters ‘Love’. 
Characters ‘Love’ are positioned as a recluse even in the ocean or universe images in addition to a dancing woman 
or a utopian landscape full of flowers and fruits.  

In some regards, her working may be said as a form to integrate painting describing forms of existent objects with 
literature describing in a written language into a single perspective. So, some works have deep lyrical beauty. They 
are literary works not because of contained characters but because of the overall feelings of the work. Lyricism of 
literature and painting arouses feelings of dream, love, happiness and romance. Lyricism expressed in her works 
coexists with fantastic, surrealistic and mysterious images. Therefore, it creates visual beauty different from that 
of the real world.  

- Published in Art & Criticism - 
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